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Do you have any
unwanted machines
you’re looking to sell?
Get in touch today.
“Equipment Africa Ltd. is the leading
name in African Asset Disposal.
We have decades of hands-on
experience and the know-how to
support our client’s varying needs,
I believe we do deliver the best
solutions and that’s because our
team has combined experience of
over 70 years, ensuring that our
extensive range of networks and
resources are able to offer.”
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EDITOR’S NOTE

e have entered one of
the exciting times on
the mining calendar,
the Mining Indaba Expo for the
2022 event set to be held between
9-12 may, Capetown, South Africa and Mining Africa Magazine
has an amazing media partnership
with the event organizers to bring
you the front row seat to the event.

system? How can you optimize
productivity?

One of the leading articles in this
issue, Advanced Fire Global, who
have grown to be a trusted name
for quality, high-performance
when it comes to fire prevention
and fire management, offers tailor-made solutions that reduce fire
risk. Over the years the company
The partnership is influenced by has established a stronghold in the
our publication’s leading media and industry giving the sector the best
consulting services which seam- alternative in production.
lessly intertwines with Mining Indaba’s industry standing as a THE With
current
unpredictable
leading and pace setting mining geo-politics, that threaten even our
exhibition and consultative event.
mining operations, especially on
On this second instalment of 2022, the energy supplies, now more than
we delve more into our core mis- ever, Africa has one of its biggest
sion, of finding and publishing tasks to sort out its energy securiarticles that provide insight on im- ty. There is real urgency to focus on
portant issues and challenges that renewable energies like solar, wind
mining l sector leaders must deal and natural gas, to supplement alwith continually: How can an or- ready existing power sources.
ganization, miners and systems be So, let’s meet at the Mining Indaba,
both innovative and able to operate and build mining’s most efficient
programs at scale? What are the at- production, processing, and mantributes of an effective production agement ecosystems.
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COVER STORY

Advanced Fire Global, the Leaders in
Fire Suppression Technology in Africa
sion Systems, fixed suppression
systems such as gas, detection and
water installations and provide ongoing maintenance. We also offer
permanent onsite support throughout the African continent.

F

ire is one of the greatest risks
in the mining and construction sectors. Not only can
Fire lead to major production and
asset losses but also to fatalities,
all losses that no company wants.
Ensuring that your environment
is fully covered at all times against
the risk of fire, is therefore crucial
to your operation. This is where
you can rely on Advanced Fire
Global. With our qualified staff,

Our best of breed product strategy
means that we insist on using only
the best products on the market,
and when it comes to fire suppression, you do not get better than the
ANSUL® range. In collaboration
with ANSUL®, we ensure that we
offer our clients the latest in fire
suppression technology and remain
leaders in the industry and when it
comes to Vehicle Fire Suppression
Systems, we are the leaders in the
field with more than 22 years’ experience, installing and maintaining
the ANSUL® systems for some of
the largest mining companies in the
world.
international certification and best
of breed product strategy, we are
able to design systems tailor made
to your company’s fire risk needs,
giving you the peace of mind that
your operation is protected against
the fire risk at hand.

The ANSUL® LVS Non-Fluorinated
Liquid Suppression Agent Redefines Vehicle Fire Suppression. It
delivers exceptional fire suppression and superior cooling for heavy
vehicle protection without using
per fluorinated chemicals. It is efAdvanced Fire Global has the ca- fective against Class A and B fires
pability to support the full range of in mobile equipment in the minproducts we offer which includes ing, forestry, waste management
the ANSUL® Vehicle Fire Suppres- and transportation industries. LVS
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Non-Fluorinated Agent works by
rapidly knocking down flames,
then blanketing the fuel and cutting
off oxygen and cooling down super-heated surfaces to help prevent
reflash. The LVS installation is used
in conjunction with the ANSUL®
CheckFire detection system. By using the CheckFire system, you have
24-hour protection, a 5000-event
history log to track all events, and
all the required approvals - FM, UL,
CE and AS5062. This is the only
system you will ever need when it
comes to Vehicle Fire Suppression.
But our services do not stop there
.
As part of the Advanced Group of
Companies, Advanced Fire Global
can also offer the services of two of
the top companies in the Fire Risk
mitigation and Fire Fighting industries as an added cradle to grave
service solution. Industrial Fire &
Hazard Control is a specialist risk
mitigation company uniquely focused on fire, rescue, hazmat and
disaster management as the four
product and service pillars of the
company’s operations.

and mitigating fires and other related risks within the mining industry.
Industrial Fire & Hazard Control
offers our clients the full range of
products and services from the initial fire risk assessment through to
advanced surface firefighting training; firefighting & rescue equipment
through to firefighting and rescue
vehicles; from fire investigations
through to fire audits and consultancy; from firefighting surfactants
to annual firefighting foam testing.

There is no area of fire, rescue,
hazmat and disaster management
which Industrial Fire & Hazard
Control, the Home of Imagineering, cannot fulfil as a single source
solutions company Rural Metro
Emergency Management Services
(PTY) Ltd is the professional solution to Africa’s Fire, Rescue and
Emergency Service needs. Dedicated to saving lives, Rural Metro
provides Professional Firefighter
Training, Occupational Health and
Safety Training, Disaster Management, Fire, Rescue and HAZMAT
Response Services and Emergency Communications on an on deThe mitigation of fire in the min- mand, ad hoc or long-term contract
ing environment is distinctly dif- basis.
ferent from most other industries
and therefore requires a unique Rural Metro’s code of conduct is a
approached based on technical pillar in its strategy to offer a serknowledge, high performance
products and the correct application/implementation
strategy.
Combined, these three legs render
the best possibility of controlling

vice that you can depend on. Both
Industrial Fire and Hazard Control
and Rural Metro will be exhibiting
with Advanced Fire Global at the
Mining Indaba at the CTICC from
9 to 12 May 2022.
The Advanced Group boasts highly
qualified staff who we are constantly developing with an on-going
training program. We strongly believe in empowering our people to
ensure our footprint remains solid
in each country we have a presence.
Our initiatives to support local
communities have been very successful and, in all cases, we have
supported local mining houses in
their initiatives to uplift the local
community. The Advanced Group
prides itself on its loyal and trustworthy staff and always put our staff
and customers first.
If you are serious about protecting
the lives of your operators as well as
the well-being of your equipment,
Advanced Fire Global, together
with Industrial Fire and Hazard
Control and Rural Metro are your
number one choice backed by global market leaders, including ANSUL®, for the Prevention, Detection
and Suppression of any ﬁre on your
equipment or in your operation.
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The Advanced Group of Companies has grown from humble beginnings in 2000 to a
formidable force in the risk management, risk mitigation and emergency
response markets.
The group’s growth can be attributed to its founding principles of trust and quality and its
three pillars of operation, namely:
•
Risk management
•
Risk mitigation, and
•
Emergency response
This has made us the market leader when it comes to total risk management on the
African continent. With companies servicing all three pillar segments, the group is well
positioned to deliver on its promise of Saving Lives and Protecting Assets! When it comes
to risk management, risk mitigation and emergency response, we’re the best.
Safety is our number one priority and meeting our clients’ needs the only seal of approval
that counts.
Comprising several subsidiary companies, the Advanced Group provides a
comprehensive range of risk management, risk mitigation and emergency response
products and services to the mining, municipal, commercial, hospitality, aeronautical,
marine, petrochemical, oil and gas, and industrial sectors across Africa. Each Advanced
Group subsidiary company is a market leader in its respective field.
When it comes to Saving Lives and Protecting Assets, we are the only choice to meet
your risk management, risk mitigation or emergency response needs.
+27 82 870 0676 westley@advancedfireglobal.com www.advancedfireglobal.com
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Book your place for Securex, A-OSH Expo,
Facilities Management Expo and Firexpo now!

S

pecialised Exhibitions, the
largest trade show organiser in Southern Africa, is
pleased to announce that visitor
registration for the upcoming Securex South Africa, A-OSH Expo,
Facilities Management Expo and
the new Firexpo 2022 is officially
open!
The four trade shows will take
place from 31 May to 02 June 2022
at Gallagher Convention Centre
in Johannesburg and are free-ofcharge for visitors.
“We have been thrilled to kick
off the new year by resuming our
trade shows, having already held
two exhibitions - KZN Industrial
Technology Exhibition (KITE) and
Propak Africa - to great reception,”
states Mark Anderson, portfolio director at Specialised Exhibitions.
“Looking at the excellent visitor
turnout to these two shows, it is
certainly clear that the industry is
hungry for more face-to-face engagement, and we have managed
to do this in a safe, controlled way,
as you can see from Propak Africa
2022.
“A clear drawcard for our visitors
coming up will be the access to four
shows under one roof, with the addition this year of the new Firex-

demo area, an Electronic Security
Distributors’ Association (ESDA)
breakfast event, the South African Intruder Detection Services
Association (SAIDSA) TechMan
competition, demonstrations, giveaways, competitions and more.
Visitors who have registered for
Securex, A-OSH Expo, Facilities
Management Expo and Firexpo
may attend each day of the trade
shows at no charge.
Mark Anderson

po show, focusing on fire-related
products and services.
“Not only do we have hundreds
of security, occupational health
& safety, fire safety and facilities
management-related
exhibitors
set to showcase their latest products and services, but attendees are
also invited to attend informative
sessions at the A-OSH, Facilities
Management and Securex seminar theatres, as well as the A-OSH
Working at Height theatre,” he
adds.
Additional key show features will
include the South African Institute
of Occupational Safety and Health
(Saiosh) 10th Annual International Health and Safety Conference (a
paid-for event), the Securex drone

To register to attend these trade
shows, please reserve your tickets
here:
• Securex South Africa/ Firexpo
2022: https://tickets.tixsa.co.za/
event/securex-expo-south-africa-2022
• A-OSH Expo: https://tickets.tixsa.co.za/event/a-osh-expo-southafrica-2022
• Facilities Management Expo:
https://tickets.tixsa.co.za/event/
facilities-management-expo-south-africa-2022
For more information on the
upcoming trade shows, visit www.
securex.co.za, www.aosh.co.za,
wwwfmexpo.co.za, and www.
firexpo.co.za.
Tel: +27 (011) 835-1565 or
Email: zeldaj@specialised.com
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The Evolution of African Mining has begun
Unprecedented line-up of Pan-African Ministers, mining CEOs and global investors

HEADS OF STATE CONFIRMED

H.E. Mokgweetsi Masisi

H.E. Hakainde Hichilema

President
Botswana

President
Republic of Zambia

HEADLINERS TAKING THE AGENDA BY STORM

Hon. Gwede Mantashe

Duncan Wanbald

Sinead Kaufman

Mark Bristow

Minister of Mineral Resources
& Energy
South Africa

Chief Executive
Anglo American Group

Chief Executive – Minerals
Rio Tinto

CEO
Barrick Gold

Mxolisi Mgojo

Roger Baxter

Clive Johnson

Alberto Calderon

CEO
Exxaro Resources

CEO
Minerals Council South Africa

President & CEO
B2Gold

CEO
AngloGold Ashanti
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It’s not Simply ‘Plug ‘n’ Play’
for BEVs: New Risks for
Mine Operations

T

he technology that powers battery electric vehicles (BEVs) is continually
evolving, meaning modern mining
companies need to go ‘back to basics’ to safeguard operations effectively.

• Have strict reporting measures
in some mining jurisdictions
• Be extensively analysed – with
regulators now expecting operators
to improve mobile equipment fire
management performance.

Enabling low-carbon mines
Marcello Sanchez, global sales man- Over recent years, the mining inager – mining, Dafo Vehicle Fire dustry has been looking for sustainProtection, considers the new risks able alternatives to align with global
arising from the industry’s shift to environmental targets. This is accelBEVs and explores how operators erating an industry-wide shift away
and OEMs can minimise these risks from combustion-engine vehicles
and diesel-powered machinery.
effectively.
Mobile equipment fires are becom- BEVs can be recognised as being more and more common in ing more suitable in underground
the mining and resources industry. mines than in any other industry,
However, several key factors can
help to improve how the sector understands fire prevention measures.
Mobile equipment fires can:
• Cause significant risks for mine
personnel
• Create extreme consequences in
underground operations
• Increase wider issues for equipment owners and operators

Marcello Sanchez

as they don’t produce fumes, excess
noise or heat. As such, they can minimise the need for the installation
of expensive ventilation measures,
improving the overall mine environment for workers, as well as reducing costs.
Emergency response and battery
chemistry
All heat created within a battery
is generated via the current flow
(Joule effect), with temperature
management influenced by its battery management system (BMS).
This system monitors the average temperature of a battery pack
and the individual cells. Typically,
high-temperature conditions will
be due to an external heat source
or voltages and/or currents that are
out of range.
Should the internal temperature of
a battery become too high,
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separator failure can occur, which
can lead to internal short-circuiting. In some battery chemistries,
this can lead to a process called
thermal runaway, where the venting of dangerous gases, flames and
even explosions can occur.
When in thermal runaway, batteries can produce their own source
of oxygen, self-sustaining the fire
from within. This makes fire suppression even more challenging, as
these types of fires require a unique
solution to effectively minimise
risks. For fires where thermal runaway could occur, detecting potential battery failure quickly and
taking immediate action is key to
preventing potential consequences
to life and mining operations.
Introducing BEVs to mining operations
If you’re planning to introduce
BEVs into your operations, it’s important to consider:
• Battery chemistry and any associated fire suppression techniques
• Whether the battery chemistry
matches the fire detection and suppression solution installed
• Whether all operators and local
emergency services have received
the appropriate training
• In a mixed fleet:
• If the vehicle’s battery chemistry
be identified from a distance
• Whether mine operators have
been trained to identify the battery
chemistry and how they should
respond.

Minimising risk
In addition to general best practice
to minimise fire risk, there are some
key steps operators can take:

stalled in your mine’s BEVs should
match the vehicle type and the battery chemistry.
A site’s local regulations or site risk
assessments might require automatic systems. However, if this is
the case in your mine, the system
should also be able to be manually
activated. All mine workers should
be trained with fire-fighting information appropriate to your environment.

1. Risk assessment
To minimise fire risks, OEMs can
incorporate control measures into
the design of EV batteries used in
underground mines. They can also
provide end-users with sufficient
information to implement any necessary emergency strategies in the
For OEMs, integrating an effective
event of a fire.
fire suppression system during the
New processes and equipment manufacturing stage can help to
should always be subject to a full ensure the protection of BEVs from
risk assessment before they’re inte- the outset, as well as ensuring all
grated into mining operations. This relevant regulations are adhered to.
should include considering how
machinery will be used in the op- For operators of existing BEVs, the
erating environment, rather than in appropriate suppression systems
isolation, and it should also explore can be retrofitted to the vehicle to
how risks can change during a bat- improve safety. Maintaining the
tery’s lifecycle.
fire suppression system in a BEV
should be integrated into the over2. Select a system that meets indi- all vehicle maintenance routine.
vidual risks
Once risks are identified, mine Safeguarding mining’s future
operators can ensure they’re effec- As the mining industry develops,
tively managed by implementing it’s vital to adapt existing processes
additional control measures for and systems to meet the new and
maximum safety. Any fire suppres- changing risks. Any fire suppression solutions should be adapted sion system should seamlessly into the individual site environment tegrate into a mine’s operating enand its unique risks. This will also vironment to save lives and ensure
minimise false system activations, maximum operational uptime.
ensuring maximum operational
For more information on how you
uptime.
can reduce risks and protect your
mine’s BEVs, visit Dafo Vehicle
3. Fire suppression systems
All fire suppression systems in- Protection.
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TSX-V: OSI
FSE: R2R1
OTC: OSIIF

Building value
for all

Osino is a Canadian gold exploration and development company
with a strong sustainability ethos. The company is making great
strides in advancing its exciting Twin Hills project near Karibib.

www.osinoresources.com

Osino’s responsible mining priorities:
· Embedding sustainability in the organisation
· Employee health, safety and well-being
· Community relations and development
· Environmental stewardship

Osino set up the Twin Hills Trust to manage
the company’s
corporate
socialIssue
investment
www.mining-africa.com
| April
- June
2022
(CSI) activities.
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Lifting Equipment

Equipment Africa Limited

M

ark Bacon, CEO of Equipment
Africa Ltd. (EAL) has been
involved in new & used
equipment in Africa spanning 10 years.
As a result, EAL benefits from an extensive
network that also spans globally.
After seeing there was a massive gap in
Africa for an asset disposal company and
industry platform, Mark set about
remedying this, his mission; to take the
hassle out of equipment disposal for you!
The idea was formed so that banks,
dealers, equipment manufacturers and
contractors can easily and quickly rid
themselves of equipment resources at the
end of projects, realising a higher return on
their assets.

The successful asset disposal division
includes the following:
• Valuations
• Buyback
• Part exchange
• Outright purchase
• Residual valuations
• Brokerage
EAL services include:
• Worldwide Marketing
• Inspection Reports
• Do it for you / Do it yourself
• Connecting buyers with sellers within
Africa
• Connecting Africa
• Online advertising portal for Africa
• Route to market

April - June Issue 2022 | www.mining-africa.com
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Mr Bacon said, “Equipment Africa Ltd. is
the leading name in African Asset Disposal.
We have decades of hands-on experience
and the know-how to support our client’s
varying needs, I believe we do deliver
the best solutions and that’s because our
team has combined experience of over 70
years, ensuring that our extensive range of
networks and resources are able to offer.”
The offices and workshops operate in the
United Kingdom, Europe and Africa and
has mobile workshops that can be set up
on-site to ensure minimal disruption to any
operation. EAL specialise in fullservice Asset Disposal.
This includes a liquidation service for banks,
contractors and equipment dealers.
Valuation, inspection, storage,

www.mining-africa.com | April - June Issue 2022
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Wayoe Engineering and Construction Launches
New Fabrication Facilities to Service the African
Mining and Construction Industries

W

ayoe Engineering and
Construction Limited (WEC), a privately
held Ghanaian company specialising in delivering structural steel,
mechanical equipment, electrical
and instrumentation, pipelines,
platework, and site maintenance
services, is offering a whole lot of
possibilities in mine upgrade and
maintenance.

to efficient fabrication processes at
the highest quality, WEC has constructed a new fabrication facility in
Takoradi, Ghana, West Africa. The
new fabrication facility will eliminate the majority of the manual fabrication and painting procedures.

The New Fabrication Facility
The New Fabrication Yard WEC
constructed measures 65, 000
square meters and offers a threeWEC’s key principles are custom- hall multipurpose production faciler focus and quality assurance. To ity, a segregated shot blasting and
be the top choice when it comes climate-control painting booth, a
April - June Issue 2022 | www.mining-africa.com

warehouse, open storage space, and
open fabrication space.
This production yard is equipped
with off-loading and load-out space,
enabling the import of raw materials and equipment and the export
of finished steel structures, all with
easy road access.
It is designed to be self-supporting
with onsite power generation, vast
laydown space for stocking of raw
materials, water and sewage treatment plants, a cafeteria, recreation-
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al facilities, and a fully staffed and
equipped clinic.
This new fabrication facility has the
capacity for mass production of prefabricated structural steels for construction of a new mine plant across
Africa.

rolling machine with 4 rolls for
high-speed rolling and overcoming
the most challenging bends for precise results. The machine is capable
of rolling 90mm thick plates in all
known shapes: cylinder, conical,
square, and triangle. The last hall,
which is the general fabrication
hall, is equipped with a CNC plate
processor which offers plasma and
oxy-cutting of plates and also drilling.

put is 600+ monthly. With this new
production workshop, WEC offers
certainty of the outcome of all projects, hence maximizing the provision of quality solutions safely.

Shot Blasting and Climate-control
Painting booth
This ultra-modern facility has a sepThree-hall multipurpose producarate booth for each operation but
tion workshop
they are linked together for speed
When it comes to customer satisand efficiency. The shot blasting
faction, innovation becomes a must.
booth is fitted with a dust collector
WEC has invested in constructing The new workshop is designed to en- to minimize environmental pola new state-of-the-art production sure that safety is not compromised lution and ensure the safety of the
workshop offering drilling, mark- in any situation. Its production out- workers.
ing, punching, plasma/laser/oxy
cutting, bending, beveling, shearing, rolling, and saw cutting automatically. The workshop is 70% automated, eliminating major manual
operations for speed, precision, and
quality.
The production workshop has three
multipurpose halls, and each hall
is specialized for the fabrication of
a type of steel material. The workshop offers a hall for the fabrication
of beams, profiles, and pipes with
its specialised CNC machine. This
hall has a beam line which offers
3-axis drilling, layout marking, and
scribing operations. Also, a CNC
machine for pipe profiling has the
capacity for all profiling shapes in
terms of joints. This pipe profiling
machine is the solution for all pipeline joints and is also a CNC machine for punching and shearing of
angles.
The hall for fabrication of sheets The Production workshop (Up) and Shot blasting and Painting booth (Down)
and plates is equipped with a CNC
www.mining-africa.com | April - June Issue 2022
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The climate-controlled painting
room is designed to control humidity and has a baking oven. WEC
offers on-time project delivery regardless of weather changes.
With this facility, WEC offers
long-lasting projects in terms of
corrosion control and smooth
surface. The production output is
15,000 square meters per hour. The

shot blasting and climate control
span a 2,125 sq. meter area.

The size of the warehouse is 3,200
Sq. Meters

Storage of consumables and raw
materials
WEC offers stores consumables and
raw material complying to the international standard. The warehouse
has the space and cold room to store
consumables per the requirements.

WEC offer an Open Storage Area of
16,000 Sq. Meters which also offers
laydown stockpiling materials.
WEC wishes to assure industries the
assurance of trusting WEC when it
comes to engineering and construction solutions.
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Your Trusted Partner in Engineered Project Solutions

Wayoe Engineering & Construction SARL (“WEC”)
is one of the largest privately owned Ghanaian
company in West Africa specialising in SMPP and
EC&I construction for Mining, Oil & Gas, Power,
Petrochemical & Industrial projects.
WEC has been in operation since the year 2000 and
we have built a solid track record for successful
project delivery across various medium and
large-scale construction projects spanning across
the various sectors.

LOCATION
Ghana (HQ)
Guinea

Cote D’ Ivoire
Botswana

South Africa
Eritrea

Liberia
Burkina Faso

Sierra Leone
Senegal

DRC
Mali

OUR SERVICES

Engineering & Construction

Electrical and Instrumentation (EC&I)

Heavy Lifting Equipment Rentals

 Design
 Fabrication
 Construction (On-site & Off-site)
 Procurement & Supply Chain Solution

 Construction
 Testing
 Commissioning
 Documentation

 All Terrains
 Rough Terrains
 Cherry Pickers
 Telehandlers

PROJECT EXPERIENCE
SPECIALISATION
 Structural Steel fabrication & installation
(Stainless and Carbon steel)

 Mechanical Engineering & Installation
Plant Expansion Project

Pebble Crusher & Lime Silo

CIL Tank Farms

 Piping Supply and Installation
(HDPE, CS & SS )
 Plate fabrication & Installation
(Stainless & Carbon steel)
 Electrical & Instrumentation
 Shot Blasting and Painting

Supply of Pefabricated steels

TEL:

Underground Construction project

+233 31 200 0432 - Ghana
+27 10 007 0392 - South Africa

Mechanical Equipment Installation

 Heavy Lifting Equipment Rentals

MOB:
WEBSITE:
EMAIL:
+233 54 435
5779
www.wayoeltd.com
www.mining-africa.com
- June Issue
info@wayoeltd.com | April
+233 54 435 5780
stephen@wayoeltd.com
+27 10 007 0138
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Modern Exploration Opens Door for
More Exploration

A

s the pace of mineral exploration picks up in Africa and elsewhere, geologists are able to draw on significant
advances in technology – not only
to uncover new deposits but to extend or rejuvenate old ones.

made the world of difference.”
This has particular significance for
regions like the Copperbelt, where
mining has been conducted for
over a century. Ever more powerful
modelling software allows historical exploration data to be revisited
and more intensively analysed, acGlobal economic recovery and the cording to Colin Rawbone, director
focus on battery minerals is seeing and principal exploration geologist
greater interest in mineral explora- at SRK Exploration Services.
tion, not least in areas of central and
southern Africa. The digital revolu- “This allows us to go back over old
tion is paving the way for this ex- data and uncover new opportuniploration to proceed much quicker ties,” said Rawbone. “Most often,
than it could a few decades ago, ac- the quality of fieldwork done decording to Bill Kellaway, executive cades ago was very good, giving us
chairman and principal consultant a competent basis for re-examina(exploration and mining) of SRK tion. At the time the data was collected, geologists were limited by
Exploration Services.
the technology available for data
Kellaway pointed, for example, to handling and analysis.”
the power of global positioning
system (GPS) technology; now Large quantities of data can be
available on ‘everyday’ devices like managed by today’s digital tools, so
mobile phones, this technology has that geologists can readily integrate
really changed the game for pros- it and create models in three dipectors and geologists.
mensions. This speeds-up the pace
of reaching vital decision-points in
“Geological exploration can to- a prospecting or expansion project,
day be conducted much more effi- making the whole process more
ciently, as many of the traditionally streamline and opening the door
manual, time-consuming tasks can to cost-effective options for taking
be avoided,” he said. “The ability to projects forward.
load geological data directly into
a digital, transferable format has “These techniques and technologies
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have also led to higher levels of
precision, which themselves help
to mitigate risk in what is usually
a most uncertain phase of mineral
development,” he said. Precision
is a vital factor in an age when
the focus of much exploration
is on lower grade deposits – or
less valuable portions of deposits where the rich segments have
been mined out.
In SRK’s experience, well-established mines can bring new technologies to bear when looking at
the scope for extending mine life,
said John Paul Hunt, principal
exploration geologist at SRK Exploration Services’ Johannesburg
office.
“SRK Exploration Services undertakes prospectivity studies to
introduce new perspectives, making use of the latest technology to
generate new geological models,”
said Hunt. “Such an approach can
open up possibilities that the mine
has not yet considered and unlock
considerable value for investors.”
Some governments in Africa have
also taken a more active role in
promoting mineral exploration,
recognising the economic and
social benefits that flow from re-
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mits, the sooner investment decisions can be reached, the better. He
warned, however, that exploration
– like mining itself – was increasingly governed by environmental,
social and governance (ESG) considerations.

The modern focus of exploration is on risk awareness, efficiency, precision and
leveraging technology

sponsibly managed mining. SRK
has worked with state agencies in
countries like Egypt, Sudan and Eritrea – helping to examine the potential of under-explored areas. By
leveraging the value of historical
exploration data, there is potential
to attract funding from internation-

al markets.
Kellaway emphasised that the rapid exploration progress enabled
by modern technology was also
crucial in meeting the permitting
deadlines facing prospectors. With
most countries applying time limitations to their exploration per-

“These focus on key areas like environmental impact, health and
safety, labour practices, quality control and precision,” he said. “Best
practice demands that exploration
projects comply with international standards, and this also means
being transparent in dealing with
stakeholders and providing robust
and validated data sets.”
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Eriez® Celebrates 80 Years in Business

E

The company boasts a rich history of dedication to its local and global footprint.

rie, Pa.—The Eriez® story
began in 1942 when founder O.F. Merwin installed a
permanent magnet in a grain mill.
The company today, built of a workforce of more than 900 individuals located throughout 12 wholly
owned international subsidiaries
on six continents, is a world leader
in magnetic separation, flotation,
metal detection and material handling equipment technology.

conducting technology, flotation,
vibratory feeders, metal detection,
auto scrap recycling equipment,
suspended electromagnets, eddy
current separation, and proprietary
manufacturing techniques.

Eriez is proud to be a family-run
company. O.F. Merwin’s grandson
Richard Merwin currently serves
as Chairman. Richard’s late father,
Bob Merwin, had a global vision
for Eriez and took the company
Over eight decades, Eriez has into international markets in the
worked diligently to advance the 1950s.
mining, processing, packaging,
food, recycling, aggregate and Richard Merwin says, “Our Board
metalworking industries it serves. of Directors, past and present, has
Company process engineers and embraced and supported deliberscientists have developed count- ate and bold ongoing initiatives for
less product breakthroughs in the global strategic growth. Their conareas of rare earth magnets, super- sistent, sound and ethical guidance
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is a major factor in Eriez’ continuing success.”
Eriez President and CEO Lukas
Guenthardt notes, “We are lucky
to have ownership and a Board of
Directors who value long-term investments and profitable growth
over short-term profits. We have
worked hard at building and maintaining loyal customers that value
the quality and trust the reliability
of our products and services.” He
adds, “With a focus on continuous
product advancement and market
expansion, both domestically and
overseas, Eriez is poised to thrive
for years to come.”
While product innovation has
been paramount to achieving and
growing Eriez’ position as a glob-
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al leader, management asserts that
it is the team of people who really
make the difference. “The integrity, commitment, responsiveness
and unmatched customer service
provided by our outstanding staff
is what truly keeps us on the leading-edge,” says Guenthardt.
Eriez employees give generously of
their financial resources, time and
talents to philanthropic causes. “As
a corporation and as individuals,
we are dedicated to making a lasting, positive impact on the well-being of the communities where we
live and work. We believe this approach produces an atmosphere
where businesses and communities
can collaborate and prosper,” says
Guenthardt.
The Eriez team is made up of more
than just its direct employees. The
company’s network of longtime

sales representatives has played a ees for their loyalty and partnersignificant role in the company’s ship.
history and success, according to
Eriez leadership.
Established in 1942, Eriez is a global leader in separation technologies.
Another contributing factor which Our commitment to innovation
helps Eriez flourish is its heavy has positioned us as a driving marfocus on marketing communica- ket force in several key technology
tions. “We put a strong emphasis areas, including magnetic separaon sustaining maximum custom- tion, flotation, metal detection and
er engagement,” says Eriez Senior material handling equipment.
Director of Global Marketing and
Brand Management John Blicha. The company’s 900+ employees
“We believe in making significant are dedicated to providing trustinvestments, both in terms of time ed technical solutions to the minand finances, to advertising, brand- ing, food, recycling, packaging,
ing, public relations, trade shows, aggregate and other processing
digital marketing and customer ed- industries. Headquartered in Erie,
ucation.”
Pennsylvania, USA, Eriez designs,
manufactures, and markets on
Blicha says the company has some six continents through 12 wholly
special events planned throughout owned international subsidiaries
the course of 2022 to commemo- and an extensive sales representarate this milestone anniversary and tive network. For more informarecognize customers and employ- tion, visit www.eriez.com.
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New Eriez® Flotation Video Highlights HydroFloat® Separation
Technology and Multiple Benefits in Support of Customer
ESG Initiatives

E

rie, Pa.—Eriez®, one of the foremost mining
and minerals processing industry equipment
providers in North America and throughout
the world, has released a new video detailing operation
of the company’s HydroFloat® Separator technology
and its benefits for mining companies to enhance their
Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance
(ESG) performance.
The three-minute animated video highlights the intricate operation of the HydroFloat coarse particle technology and how the technology addresses the challenges of conventional mining operations. The HydroFloat
Separator combines the benefits of density separation
with the selectivity of flotation.
Viewers learn how the HydroFloat makes an extensive impact on sustainability in the mining industry.
For example, the HydroFloat in combination with advanced dewatering processes can increase water recovery by 85%, decrease energy consumption by 10-20%,
increase processing capacity by 10-35% and increase
global recovery by 2-6%.

make step-change ESG improvements. Our technical
staff works in cooperation with clients to develop and
perfect applications using technologies like HydroFloat.”

The video is available at erieznews.com/hydrofloatvideo. To learn more about Eriez Flotation’s HydroThe video describes how the innovative design of the Float technology, visit erieznews.com/nr583.
HydroFloat Separator recovers particles more than two
times coarser than conventional flotation cells. Other Established in 1942, Eriez is a global leader in separabenefits highlighted include the increased bubble par- tion technologies. Our commitment to innovation has
ticle collision rates, decreased turbulence and detach- positioned us as a driving market force in several key
ment and more.
technology areas, including magnetic separation, flotation, metal detection and material handling equip“The use of the HydroFloat can reduce the amount of ment. The company’s 900+ employees are dedicated
fine tailings and water sent to storage facilities by 30% to providing trusted technical solutions to the mining,
or more,” says Eric Bain Wasmund, Ph.D., Vice Pres- food, recycling, packaging, aggregate and other proident—Global Flotation Business. “This is critical in cessing industries. Headquartered in Erie, Pennsylvaparts of the world threatened by water shortages.”
nia, USA, Eriez designs, manufactures, and markets on
Wasmund continues, “Our customers are extreme- six continents through 12 wholly owned international
ly motivated and excited to find new, innovative, and subsidiaries and an extensive sales representative netunique ways to incorporate our flotation equipment to work. For more information, visit www.eriez.com.
April - June Issue 2022 | www.mining-africa.com

Incremental thinking leads to
incremental results.

Leap Forward
with Eriez
Eriez Flotation technologies are rapidly changing mineral
processors’ separation and recovery operations to deliver
unprecedented economic and
environmental impact.
Eriez invented the revolutionary equipment enabling
Coarse Particle Recovery. Eriez HydroFloat® Separator can
float base metal sulphide and industrial mineral particles
beyond the 150 micron norm to as much as 850 microns
with very high recovery.

Now is the time to act,
leap forward into
new technologies for
unprecedented economic
and environmental impact.

>600µm particles recovered
using HydroFloat CPF

Visit EriezFlotation.com to learn more
www.mining-africa.com | April - June Issue 2022
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Cummins MRC network caters for all
customer requirements in the AME region
PowerHub MRC mainly services the mining industry in Southern Africa, while the Dubai MRC focuses mainly on
power generation and marine.

C

ummins has a world-class
customer service and support network to better
serve its global customer base, including 21 Master Rebuild Centres
(MRCs). In support of the Africa
and Middle East (AME) region,
Cummins has an MRC in Johannesburg as a trusted partner for the
mining industry, and one in Dubai
in the United Arab Emirates catering mainly for power generation
and marine markets. Both MRCs
can rebuild any high horsepower
engine for applications from marine to mining, power generation,
construction and many more.
The two MRCs provide the latest
cutting-edge technology to meet
industry needs, including dynamometer testing to full power for
some of Cummins’ largest engines,
and rebuilds ranging from 19 litres
to 95 litres. Apart from the wide engine size range, the main advantage
for customers is zero hour rebuilds
and a strip-and-quote service.
“Our aim with our global MRC
network is to be closer to our customers,” says Minenhle Mlotshwa,
AME NRP Assistant Product Manager. The South African MRC pre-

viously operated in Kelvin, Sandton
before relocating to the new PowerHub facility in Waterfall City in
Midrand, Johannesburg South Africa. The Dubai MRC commenced
operations in 2012 and conducted
the first-ever QSK95 engine rebuild
globally in 2016, Cummins’ largest
engine.
The two MRCs ensure that Cummins has a healthy swing engine
bank in the region. They also facilitate stockholding of the correct
genuine New and Recon® components for scheduled rebuilds, in addition to maintaining an inventory
of fast-moving items for common
engine platforms. “This guarantees that we are able to service our
customers in the AME region and
meet all of their requirements,” says
Mlotshwa.
The key focus for Cummins is to establish top-level relationships with
its customers that focus on technical expertise and service and aftermarket support. “It allows us to
grow our rebuild business, while at
the same time investing in quality
equipment and continuous training of our staff and technicians,”
says Mlotshwa.
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Commenting on the impact of
Covid-19 on the business, she says
that Cummins has continued to
experience strong market demand,
even throughout the pandemic.
“We work closely with our customers to understand their rebuild
cycles in order to anticipate future
demand and plan accordingly,”
concludes Mlotshwa.
Added value of a Cummins rebuild
• ISO 9001 quality certification,
with a common global process to
resolve quality issues
• ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
safety and environmental certification
• Maximising customer uptime
with a swing engine programme
• Rebuild warranty coverage
• Lean manufacturing process
• Use of genuine New and Recon®
parts
• All engines are 100% dynamometer testing, including mini-patch
lube oil sampling test, and in accordance with high-horsepower
engine testing standards
• Assembled to Cummins Global
Manufacturing Standards
• High-quality paint finish to meet
customers’ colour and quality
standards
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Wärtsilä to supply added generating capacity and
existing plant upgrade for repeated Egyptian customer

T

he technology group Wärtsilä’s strong relationship
with one of Egypt’s major independent power producers
(IPPs) is further enhanced with a
new order. Under a contract placed
in February 2022 by Kahraba, a
subsidiary of Egypt Kuwait Holding (EKH), Wärtsilä will deliver
new generating equipment to add
approximately 20 MW of output
to the existing Borg El Arab power plant located some 45 kilometres
southwest of Alexandria, Egypt.
Additionally, Wärtsilä will upgrade

the existing 40 MW plant with the
latest generation control system.
The contract was booked in Wärtsilä’s order intake in Q1, 2022.
The Borg El Arab plant currently
operates with four Wärtsilä 34SG
engines running on natural gas, the
cleanest of all widely available fuels.
As a result of increased industrial
demand for electricity in the region, additional generating capacity
is needed, and because of the reliability of the existing operation, an
additional two Wärtsilä 34SG en-
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gines was deemed to be the optimal
solution.
“Industrial growth is vital to the
region’s economic development,
and a reliable power supply is essential for driving this growth. We
have been extremely satisfied with
the efficiency and reliability of the
Wärtsilä engines and the approach
of Wärtsilä’s personnel in serving
our needs to optimise our operations. This is why we had no hesitation in selecting Wärtsilä again for
this plant expansion project,” said
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Magdi El Badry, Chairman & Man- electricity grids on the African conaging Director of Kahraba.
tinent, is making increasing use of
renewable energy. The government
“We have worked very closely with has set targets for renewables to
Kahraba in the past and are de- comprise 42% of the country’s eleclighted to be working with them tricity mix by 2035, based on rapid
again on this important project. solar and wind energy deployment.
By operating the engines on locally
available natural gas, the plant’s en- The fast-starting and stopping cavironmental footprint is lessened. pabilities of Wärtsilä’s gas engines
Furthermore, the flexibility of the provide the grid balancing needed
Wärtsilä engines will enable the sys- to compensate for the intermittency
tem to incorporate increasing levels of renewables. Wärtsilä engines are
of energy from renewable sources,” ready to also operate on sustainable
commented Marc Thiriet, Director, fuels in the future, once they become widely available, which makes
Wärtsilä Energy, Africa West.
them a future-proof solution. AlEgypt, which has one of the largest ready today Wärtsilä engines can

use synthetic and carbon-neutral
methane and methanol, and hydrogen-blends. Sustainable fuels together with engines can take care of
long-term energy storage needs for
periods with persistently low wind
or solar conditions.
Kahraba is one of Egypt’s most
prominent IPP companies and the
country’s only authorised private
buyer and seller of gas. Wärtsilä has
earlier delivered a number of power generating projects for Kahraba
and other subsidiaries of EKH. The
extended Borg El Arab plant is expected to become fully operational
in 2023.
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FOGMAKER FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM?
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President Cyril Ramaphosa
to attend Mining Indaba 2022
more than proved its mettle during
the Covid-19 pandemic, making
a substantial contribution to taxes
during a time when South Africa
most needed it.
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Visit: www.mining-africa.com

The President’s participation in the
Investing in African Mining Indaba, where he will address mining
industry leaders and investors from
all over world, follows on the highly
successful South Africa Investment
Conference in March, and will further serve as a major network for
driving investment in the country
and on the continent.
The President of South Africa,
President Cyril Ramaphosa, is confirmed to attend the 2022 Investing
in African Mining Indaba, taking
place in Cape Town from 9 - 12
May 2022. The President will deliver a Keynote Address at 08:45 on
Tuesday, 10 May.

Simon Ford, portfolio director for
the Mining Indaba, praised the
high-level participation of governments in the highly anticipated
2022 event, noting that the continent was demonstrating a serious commitment to welcoming
investment in mining. The confirmation of President Ramaphosa’s
The President’s attendance, along attendance, brings the number of
with Minister of Mineral Resourc- attending presidents at this year’s
es and Energy Gwede Mantashe, Indaba to four.
signals the continued importance
of mining to the South African
economy as a cornerstone creator
of value through investment, procurement, job creation and community investment, and its contribution to the fiscus. The industry
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